
Your new POP kit for your site 
has arrived.
This new POP kit contains updated signage for your site with information on our latest campaign.  
Runs on-site May 3rd, 2017 through August 1st, 2017.

40608LIT
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Checklist

    OPEN YOUR PROMOTIONAL KIT AND CHECK IT CAREFULLY. 
Make sure you received all the promotional elements assigned to your location as 
shown in the promotional placement diagram.

    DISPLAY YOUR NEW BP POP KIT BEGINNING  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3rd, 2017. 
Remove all past BP promotional elements. Refer to the promotional elements 
placement diagram for details. 

Every employee has a chance to help make this program a success! You can also 
encourage employees to check out www.mybpstation.com for more information.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT ON-SITE MATERIALS FOR THE   
BP GASOLINE WITH INVIGORATE FUEL PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM:
•  If you need additional promotional elements, contact Global Business Services 

Americas at 888-BP-HELP-U (888-274-3578), option 3, then 3, then 2. Or go to 
www.bpconnection.com and select IDL Worldwide under the links section. 

•  The IDL website will go live with new items starting on 4/21.
•  If you require additional BP Driver Rewards Program brochures, contact Global 

Business Services Americas at 888-BP-HELP-U (888-274-3578), option 3, then 3, 
then 2.

•  If you require additional BP Credit brochures or Fleet applications, contact IDL 
Worldwide at 1-800-499-4824. 
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

PLEASE FOLLOW THESE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Exterior POP placement diagram —
all sites

1 Light Approach 
40608LA
40608NYLA

1

   Helps  
 you get
     more
     miles
         per
      tank*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to  

  deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant  

   in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                 40608LA Light Approach
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Pump POP placement diagram —
all sites (exceptions: NY, NJ, CT, MA,  
ME, NH and sites that cannot display 
the crind strips) 

Apollo Pump

3

2
1

1 Apollo Decal*
40608AD
*for Apollo Pumps only

2 Apollo Approach*
40608AA
*for Apollo Pumps only

3 Crind Strip
40608CS27
40608CS40

Our fuel helps
you get more miles per tank.*
*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. 

©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          40608CS40 40” Crind

Our fuel helps 
you get more miles

per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the 

U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                 40608AA Apollo Approach

Our fuel
helps

you get
more miles
per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 

miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. 

Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. 

©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                       40608AD 12 x 12 Apollo Decal
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Pump POP placement diagram —
NY (excludes NYC), NJ, CT, MA, ME, NH  
and sites that cannot display the crind strips 

Apollo Pump

3

2
1

3 Inverted Pump Sign 
40608H40
40608OV

1 2 Apollo Approach*
40608AA

Apollo Decal*
40608AD
*for Apollo Pumps only *for Apollo Pumps only

Our fuel helps
you get more miles

per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc. 40608H40 40" Inverted

Our fuel helps
you get more miles

per tank.
*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc. 40608H40 40" Inverted

Our fuel helps 
you get more miles

per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the 

U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                 40608AA Apollo Approach

Our fuel
helps

you get
more miles
per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 

miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. 

Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. 

©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                       40608AD 12 x 12 Apollo Decal
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Pump POP placement diagram —
NYC only

1 2 Apollo Approach*
40608NYAA

Apollo Decal*
40608NYAD
*for Apollo Pumps only *for Apollo Pumps only

3 Inverted Pump Sign 
40608NYH40
40608NYOV

Apollo Pump

3

2
1

Our fuel helps
you get more miles

per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc. 40608H40 40" Inverted

Our fuel helps
you get more miles

per tank.
*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc. 40608H40 40" Inverted

Our fuel
helps

you get
more miles
per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 

miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. 

Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. 

©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                       40608AD 12 x 12 Apollo Decal

Our fuel helps 
you get more miles

per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the 

U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                 40608AA Apollo Approach
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

 After 90 Days of Account Opening, for Every $100 You Spend:

 *  Purchases must post to your account within 90 days 
of account opening to be eligible for account opening 
offer. See the “Important Information about the Rewards 
Program for the BP Credit Card and BP Visa Credit Card” 
inside the application.

BP Visa® Credit Card
with Driver Rewards

BP Credit Card
with Driver Rewards

Earn 10¢ off* per gallon 
at BP locations

Earn 25¢ off* per gallon 
at BP locations

Earn 15¢ off* per gallon 
for eligible groceries, dining 
and travel

Earn 5¢ off* per gallon 
everywhere else Visa 
credit cards are accepted 
(excluding non-BP gas stations)

 First 90 Days of Account Opening:

for every $100 you spend with your 
BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card 

 (excluding non-BP gas stations).

Apply today at mybpstation.com/cards 
or complete and return the attached application.

Earn rewards even before you reach $100 in total spend. 
Rewards are earned as you go — redeem when you want.

off* per gallon

Earn

25¢3 ways to apply for a 
BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver Rewards 
or BP Credit Card with Driver Rewards:

Complete and mail  
the attached form

Complete the form online at 
mybpstation.com/cards

Complete the form on  
your smartphone at  

mybpstation.com/cards

40797BPAPP

Please complete entire application. Missing or inaccurate information may delay or adversely affect credit decisions. 
By applying you agree that, if approved, Synchrony Bank may provide you with a BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver 
Rewards or a BP Credit Card with Driver Rewards. When finished, please return in the preprinted envelope provided. 

*You authorize  
Synchrony Bank to contact 
you at each number you have 
provided. By providing a cell 
phone number and/or email 
address, you agree to receive 
account updates and information, 
including text messages, from BP 
Products North America Inc. and 
Synchrony Bank. Standard text 
messaging rates may apply. If no 
box is checked, default is Home.
**Alimony, child support or 
separate maintenance income 
need not be included unless 
relied upon for credit. You may 
include the annual amount that 
you have available to spend 
from your assets. Married WI 
Residents only: If you are 
applying for an individual account 
and your spouse also is a WI 
resident, combine your and your 
spouse’s financial information. 
PLEASE SEE INSIDE FOR 
RATES, FEES AND OTHER 
COST INFORMATION. 
Federal law requires 
SYNCB to obtain, verify, 
and record information 
that identifies you when 
you open an account. 
SYNCB will use your 
name, address, date of 
birth, and other information 
for this purpose.

BP Credit Card Application
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By applying for this account, I am asking Synchrony Bank (“SYNCB”) to issue me a BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver Rewards or a BP Credit Card with Driver 
Rewards, and I agree that:
  I am providing the information in this application to SYNCB and to BP Products North America Inc. (and its affiliates). I also provide my consent for SYNCB to 
provide information about me (even if my application is declined) to BP Products North America Inc. (and its affiliates) so that they can create and update their 
records, and provide me with service and special offers.

  SYNCB may obtain information, including employment and income information, from others about me (including requesting reports from consumer reporting 
agencies and other sources) to evaluate my application, and to review, maintain or collect my account.

  I consent to SYNCB and any other owner or servicer of my account contacting me about my account, including through text messages, automatic telephone 
dialing systems and/or artificial or prerecorded voice calls for informational, servicing or collection related communications, as provided in the Address/Phone 
Change and Consent To Communications provisions of the BP Credit Card agreement (“Agreement”). I also agree to update my contact information.

  I have received, read and agree to the credit terms and other disclosures in this application, and I understand that if my application is approved, the Agreement 
will be sent to me and will govern my account. Among other things, the Agreement: (1) includes a resolving a dispute with arbitration provision that 
limits my rights unless: (a) I reject the provision by following the provision’s instructions or (b) I am covered by the Notice for Active Duty 
Military Members and their Dependents set forth in the Agreement, or (c) the provision is not allowed by a regulation that is applicable to 
my Agreement and that prohibits class actions waivers in a pre-dispute arbitration provision related to certain consumer financial products 
or services. I understand that the Agreement that will be sent to me with my credit card will explain whether the resolving a dispute 
with arbitration provision is excluded from my Agreement because of a regulation as mentioned in section (c) above and I can also call 
(855) 520-0975 to ask before I apply for this account; and (2) makes each applicant responsible for paying the entire amount of the credit extended.

BP [23527A]
(01/16) APP T&C 

(REV 01/17)

First Name Middle Initial

City State

Home Address (Street Name and Number Required)

ZIP Primary Phone*  Home   Business   Cell Annual Net Income (from all sources)**

Social Security Number/Individual Taxpayer ID Email Address (optional)*

Apt. No./Suite No./P.O. Box/Urbanization for P.R.

Last Name Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)

Applicant

Last Name An additional card will be issued to the person indicated. 
The applicant will be liable for all transactions made on the 
account including those made by any authorized user.

Middle InitialFirst Name

You must have a U.S. address, a taxpayer identification number (such as a Social Security Number)  
and be over the age of 18 to apply.

Employee IDStation ID (SVB#)

Additional Authorized User

Signature of Card Applicant Date

Signature Required

*See inside for details.

for every $100 you spend with your 
BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card 

 (excluding non-BP gas stations).

off* per gallon

Earn

25¢

Apply now!

 First 90 Days of Account Opening:

Interior POP placement diagram —
all sites 

Fleet Card 
Applications

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT ON-SITE MATERIALS FOR YOUR BP POP KIT:

•  If you need additional POP, contact Global Business Services Americas at 888-BP-HELP-U (888-274-3578), option 3,  
then 3, then 2. Or go to www.bpconnection.com and select IDL Worldwide under the links section.

•  If you require additional BP Driver Rewards Program brochures, contact Global Business Services Americas at 888-BP-HELP-U 

(888-274-3578), option 3, then 3, then 2. 
•  If you require additional BP Credit brochures or Fleet applications,  contact IDL Worldwide at 1-800-499-4824.

•   Keep your BP Driver Rewards Program and BP Credit brochures displayed in your stores and  
in the canisters at each pump (see diagrams).

2 BP Driver Rewards 
Program Brochures  

Door Decal
30926DECAL1

BP Visa Brochures
40797BPAPP

3

1

2

3

Consumer/Fleet Card Display

Earn 10 cents off per gallon (on a maximum of 20 gallons) for every $100 spent on BP fuel. 
All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. 
May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month they are 
earned.  Rewards are earned and redeemable at participating locations with operable electronic 
transaction networks. Not valid where prohibited by law or CA. See www.mybpstation.com for 
details and participating locations.  

Start using the card now to earn every time 

you swipe. Redeem rewards once your card 

is validly registered and activated.

Up to

10¢ off

per gallon.

®

TREAT RATES.

ALL GRADES OF
BP GASOLINE
WITH INVIGORATE

®

30926DECAL
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

die 16.465 x 22

live area  15.215 x 22 - please add .25” bleed

apollo pump - DO NOT MODIFY

BP with Invigorate®®® helps 
you get more miles per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the 

U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                  40252AA Apollo Approach

Takedown sheet 
IMPORTANT — PLEASE REMOVE ALL SIGNAGE SHOWN  
BELOW BY MAY 3rd, 2017.

Apollo Approach

Exterior

BP with 
Invigorate® 
helps you
get more

miles
per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the 

U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.              40252AD 12 x 12 Apollo Decal

Apollo Decal

   Helps 
you get
     more
     miles
         per
      tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to  

  deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant  

   in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                 40252LA Light Approach

Light Approach

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        40252H40 40” Inverted

BP with Invigorate®

helps you get more miles 
per tank.*

*Compared to minimum detergent gasoline. Requires continuous use over 5000 miles. Restores an average of 3–5 miles per tank that had been lost due to deposits. Based on fleet testing representative of the U.S. car population. Fuel economy can be affected by many factors. Benefits may be more significant in older model vehicles. ©2017 BP Products North America Inc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        40252H40 40” Inverted

BP with Invigorate
®

helps you get more miles 
per tank.

*

Inverted Pump Sign
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Replace Old Credit Card Decals 
IF THE DISPENSER HAS THIS DECAL.

REPLACE WITH THE NEW SMALLER DECAL PROVIDED IN THE POP KIT IN 
PROMINENT POSITION ON FRONT OF THE DISPENSER.

1

Dispenser Credit Card Decal
DISPDECAL

1

Dispenser Credit Card Decal Dispenser Credit Card Decal
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Keep Up Sheet: 

Exterior

IMPORTANT — APPLIES ONLY TO SITES THAT RECEIVED THESE MATERIALS.

Earn 10 cents off per gallon (on a maximum of 20 gallons) for every $100 spent on BP fuel. 
All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. 
May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month they are 
earned.  Rewards are earned and redeemable at participating locations with operable electronic 
transaction networks. Not valid where prohibited by law or CA. See www.mybpstation.com for 
details and participating locations.  

Start using the card now to earn every time 

you swipe. Redeem rewards once your card 

is validly registered and activated.

Up to

10¢ off

per gallon.

BP Driver Rewards 
Program Brochures  

21 BP Visa Brochures
40797BPAPP

 After 90 Days of Account Opening, for Every $100 You Spend:

 *  Purchases must post to your account within 90 days 
of account opening to be eligible for account opening 
offer. See the “Important Information about the Rewards 
Program for the BP Credit Card and BP Visa Credit Card” 
inside the application.

BP Visa® Credit Card
with Driver Rewards

BP Credit Card
with Driver Rewards

Earn 10¢ off* per gallon 
at BP locations

Earn 25¢ off* per gallon 
at BP locations

Earn 15¢ off* per gallon 
for eligible groceries, dining 
and travel

Earn 5¢ off* per gallon 
everywhere else Visa 
credit cards are accepted 
(excluding non-BP gas stations)

 First 90 Days of Account Opening:

for every $100 you spend with your 
BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card 

 (excluding non-BP gas stations).

Apply today at mybpstation.com/cards 
or complete and return the attached application.

Earn rewards even before you reach $100 in total spend. 
Rewards are earned as you go — redeem when you want.

off* per gallon

Earn

25¢3 ways to apply for a 
BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver Rewards 
or BP Credit Card with Driver Rewards:

Complete and mail  
the attached form

Complete the form online at 
mybpstation.com/cards

Complete the form on  
your smartphone at  

mybpstation.com/cards

40797BPAPP

Please complete entire application. Missing or inaccurate information may delay or adversely affect credit decisions. 
By applying you agree that, if approved, Synchrony Bank may provide you with a BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver 
Rewards or a BP Credit Card with Driver Rewards. When finished, please return in the preprinted envelope provided. 

*You authorize  
Synchrony Bank to contact 
you at each number you have 
provided. By providing a cell 
phone number and/or email 
address, you agree to receive 
account updates and information, 
including text messages, from BP 
Products North America Inc. and 
Synchrony Bank. Standard text 
messaging rates may apply. If no 
box is checked, default is Home.
**Alimony, child support or 
separate maintenance income 
need not be included unless 
relied upon for credit. You may 
include the annual amount that 
you have available to spend 
from your assets. Married WI 
Residents only: If you are 
applying for an individual account 
and your spouse also is a WI 
resident, combine your and your 
spouse’s financial information. 
PLEASE SEE INSIDE FOR 
RATES, FEES AND OTHER 
COST INFORMATION. 
Federal law requires 
SYNCB to obtain, verify, 
and record information 
that identifies you when 
you open an account. 
SYNCB will use your 
name, address, date of 
birth, and other information 
for this purpose.

BP Credit Card Application
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By applying for this account, I am asking Synchrony Bank (“SYNCB”) to issue me a BP Visa® Credit Card with Driver Rewards or a BP Credit Card with Driver 
Rewards, and I agree that:
  I am providing the information in this application to SYNCB and to BP Products North America Inc. (and its affiliates). I also provide my consent for SYNCB to 
provide information about me (even if my application is declined) to BP Products North America Inc. (and its affiliates) so that they can create and update their 
records, and provide me with service and special offers.

  SYNCB may obtain information, including employment and income information, from others about me (including requesting reports from consumer reporting 
agencies and other sources) to evaluate my application, and to review, maintain or collect my account.

  I consent to SYNCB and any other owner or servicer of my account contacting me about my account, including through text messages, automatic telephone 
dialing systems and/or artificial or prerecorded voice calls for informational, servicing or collection related communications, as provided in the Address/Phone 
Change and Consent To Communications provisions of the BP Credit Card agreement (“Agreement”). I also agree to update my contact information.

  I have received, read and agree to the credit terms and other disclosures in this application, and I understand that if my application is approved, the Agreement 
will be sent to me and will govern my account. Among other things, the Agreement: (1) includes a resolving a dispute with arbitration provision that 
limits my rights unless: (a) I reject the provision by following the provision’s instructions or (b) I am covered by the Notice for Active Duty 
Military Members and their Dependents set forth in the Agreement, or (c) the provision is not allowed by a regulation that is applicable to 
my Agreement and that prohibits class actions waivers in a pre-dispute arbitration provision related to certain consumer financial products 
or services. I understand that the Agreement that will be sent to me with my credit card will explain whether the resolving a dispute 
with arbitration provision is excluded from my Agreement because of a regulation as mentioned in section (c) above and I can also call 
(855) 520-0975 to ask before I apply for this account; and (2) makes each applicant responsible for paying the entire amount of the credit extended.

BP [23527A]
(01/16) APP T&C 

(REV 01/17)

First Name Middle Initial

City State

Home Address (Street Name and Number Required)

ZIP Primary Phone*  Home   Business   Cell Annual Net Income (from all sources)**

Social Security Number/Individual Taxpayer ID Email Address (optional)*

Apt. No./Suite No./P.O. Box/Urbanization for P.R.

Last Name Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)

Applicant

Last Name An additional card will be issued to the person indicated. 
The applicant will be liable for all transactions made on the 
account including those made by any authorized user.

Middle InitialFirst Name

You must have a U.S. address, a taxpayer identification number (such as a Social Security Number)  
and be over the age of 18 to apply.

Employee IDStation ID (SVB#)

Additional Authorized User

Signature of Card Applicant Date

Signature Required

*See inside for details.

for every $100 you spend with your 
BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card 

 (excluding non-BP gas stations).

off* per gallon

Earn

25¢

Apply now!

 First 90 Days of Account Opening:

1 2

Wobbler 

Curb Display Graphic Insert
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DISPLAY YOUR PROMOTIONAL 
ITEMS ON 5/3/2017

BP gasoline with Invigorate® 
Fuel Promotion 5/3/17-8/1/17

Tri-Fold Dangler

Keep Up Sheet: 

Interior

IMPORTANT — APPLIES ONLY TO SITES THAT RECEIVED THESE MATERIALS.

With a BP Visa® Credit Card  
or BP Credit Card

With a BP Visa® Credit Card  
or BP Credit Card

With a BP Visa® Credit Card  
or BP Credit Card

Apply today! 
Pick up an application or visit 

mybpstation.com/cards

Apply today! 
Pick up an application or visit 

mybpstation.com/cards

Apply today! 
Pick up an application or visit 

mybpstation.com/cards

STOP
PAYING FULL PRICE 

FOR GAS AT BP

STOP
PAYING FULL PRICE 

FOR GAS AT BP

STOP
PAYING FULL PRICE 

FOR GAS AT BP

The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. 

STOP
PAYING FULL PRICE 

FOR GAS AT BP

Apply today! Pick up an application  
or visit mybpstation.com/cards

 The BP Visa® Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. 

Window Cling

Stop paying full price for gas at BP!

Tear Pad Display

Earn and redeem rewards as you go in 1¢ increments.

BP Driver Rewards Card (not a credit card)

EARN 10¢OFF^ PER GALLON for every $100 you spend on fuel at BP locations

This way to save  
on gas at BP!

Whether it’s our loyalty program or credit card  
now you can choose the route that’s perfect for you.

AFTER 90 DAYS, FOR EVERY $100 YOU SPEND:

BP Visa Credit Card
with BP Driver Rewards

EARN 25¢off* per gallon at BP locations

EARN 15¢off* per gallon for eligible  
groceries, dining and travel

EARN 5¢off* per gallon everywhere  
else Visa credit cards are accepted  
(excluding non-BP gas stations)

BP Credit Card
with BP Driver RewardsCARDMEMBER 

SINCE

EARN 10¢off* per gallon at BP locations

for every $100 you spend with your  
BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card  
for the first 90 days your account is open  
(excluding non-BP stations).

CARDMEMBER 
SINCE

EARN 25¢
OFF* PER GALLON 

S-Channel  
Top Card

^ All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. 
May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month they 
are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with operable electronic 
transaction networks. Not valid where prohibited by law and in CA. See our Terms & Conditions 
for further details and our Station Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.com.

* Purchases must post to your account within 90 days of account opening to be eligible for account 
opening offer. All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are 
forfeited. May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month 
they are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with operable electronic 
transaction networks. See the BP credit card Reward Program Terms for details and BP’s Station 
Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.com. Purchases subject to credit approval.

The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. 

Apply today! 
Pick up an application below  

or visit mybpstation.com/cards

S-Channel 
Bottom Card

BP Driver Rewards  
Card  (not a credit card)

BP Visa® Credit Card
 or BP Credit Card

for every $100 you spend on  
fuel at BP locations.

EARN 10¢
OFF^ PER GALLON 

for every $100 you spend with your BP Visa Credit Card  
or BP Credit Card for the first 90 days your account is open  
(excluding non-BP stations). Earn and redeem rewards  

as you go in 1¢ increments.

EARN 25¢
OFF* PER GALLON 

Sign up today at  
mybpstation.com/cards Apply today! 

Pick up an application here or  
visit mybpstation.com/cards

^ All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month they are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with 
operable electronic transaction networks. Not valid where prohibited by law and in CA. See our Terms & Conditions for further details and our Station Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.com.

* Purchases must post to your account within 90 days of account opening to be eligible for account opening offer. All rewards are valid for a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire  
365 days after the end of the month they are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with operable electronic transaction networks. See the BP credit card Reward Program Terms for details and BP’s Station Finder for participating locations 
at mybpstation.com. Purchases subject to credit approval.

The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA. 

TWO WAYS TO  
SAVE ON GAS 

AT BP

Counter Mat

  *Data fees may apply.

** Purchases must post to your account within 90 days of account opening to be eligible for account opening offer. All rewards are valid for a single 
use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month 
they are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with operable electronic transaction networks. See the BP credit card Reward 
Program Terms for details and BP’s Station Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.com. Purchases subject to credit approval.

The BP Visa® Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA.

Earn rewards on the go.

Simply go to 
mybpstation.com/cards 
or scan the code below.

Apply for a BP credit card 
easily on your smartphone.*

FIRST 90 DAYS YOUR ACCOUNT IS OPEN:

EARN 25¢ OFF** PER GALLON 
for every $100 you spend with your BP credit card
(excluding non-BP gas stations).
Earn and redeem rewards as you go in 1¢ increments.

Key in Station ID:

  *Data fees may apply.

** Purchases must post to your account within 90 days of account opening to be eligible for account opening offer. All rewards are valid for a single 
use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after the end of the month 
they are earned. Rewards are redeemable at participating BP locations with operable electronic transaction networks. See the BP credit card Reward 
Program Terms for details and BP’s Station Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.com. Purchases subject to credit approval.

The BP Visa® Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA.

Earn rewards on the go.

Simply go to 
mybpstation.com/cards 
or scan the code below.

Apply for a BP credit card 
easily on your smartphone.*

FIRST 90 DAYS YOUR ACCOUNT IS OPEN:

EARN 25¢ OFF** PER GALLON 
for every $100 you spend with your BP credit card
(excluding non-BP gas stations).
Earn and redeem rewards as you go in 1¢ increments.

Key in Station ID:

Stop Paying Full Price  
For Gas At BP

BP CREDIT CARDS

APPLY NOW

CARDMEMBER 
SINCE

Stop Paying Full Price  
For Gas At BP

BP CREDIT CARDS

APPLY NOW

CARDMEMBER 
SINCE

Tent Card

Apply today at mybpstation.com/cards and enter in  
Station ID:                      or mail in an application today!

EARN 25¢
OFF* PER GALLON for every $100  

you spend with your BP Visa® Credit Card or BP Credit Card for  
the first 90 days your account is open (excluding non-BP stations).

Earn and redeem rewards as you go in 1¢ increments.

*See back for details. The BP Visa Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant to a license from Visa USA.
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Buy 
in 
here.

Save 
out 
there.

Earn rewards* on  
store purchases.  
Redeem rewards  
at the pump!

Apply today!

* Rewards may be redeemed at BP locations. All rewards are valid for 
a single use only, up to 20 gallons. Any unused rewards are forfeited. 
May not be valid with other offers. Rewards expire 365 days after 
the end of the month they are earned. Rewards are redeemable 
at participating BP locations with operable electronic transaction 
networks. See the BP credit card Reward Program Terms for details 
and BP’s Station Finder for participating locations at mybpstation.
com. Purchases are subject to credit approval.

The BP Visa® Credit Card is issued by Synchrony Bank pursuant  
to a license from Visa USA.
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